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Rimbo (SE)

Somewhere over the RINGBO 3

2030 | Road 280 relocates | pop. 7,500

1. Multifunctional hub and new centre
2. Create green transversal corridors
3. Close the ring - place main street along railway
4. Forest plantation behind hub
5. Establish the Recycling Centre
6. Restore old Train Station and connect with park 

2040 | The train arrives | pop. 10,000

1. Train station
2. Move ring to centre of the suberblocks
3. Develop superblocks
4. Decontaminate soil with green
5. Densify along the Centralvägen street
6. Create the connecting mix forest

2050 | Road 77 relocates | pop.12,500

1. Extend the plots on the centre along old road
2. Develop new superblocks behind the railway
3. Transform the forest plantation into urban park
4. Town Hall becomes a real town hall
5. The superblocks adapt in density or program

S1. The new densified centre: urban blocks with both collective and private green

S2. The densification of Centralvägen S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S3. The multifunctional transport hub

S4. The wadi, a green-blue corridor

S5. The Urban Village in an edible garden

S6. The connecting, mix forest

S7. The community huts and the Recycling Centre

50m

Pollinatior garden 
extends to Galten roof

Terraces and slopes 
slow down the 

stormwater loads

Each terraced housing 
unit has direct access to 

gardening 
Patchwork of different 

urban farming 
techniques

A system of lifted 
runways provides access 
to every farming parcel

In extreme cases the entire wadi 
can flood to protect other areas

The central street runs above the 
wadi ensuring continuity of green 

and blue flow

Flora and fauna can go through the 
corridor below the train and road 

via 2 generous eco-tunnels

A mix forest with a diverse 
range of vegetation to 

connect to adjacent forests

A dense community of 
small housing units with 

shared gardens to maximize 
interaction

The research and recycling 
centre is dedicated to test 

and learn about new building 
and agriculture techniques

Innovation square 
paved with reused materials 

to drain water
The huts are self-built by 

reusing the industrial leftovers 

The railway sloped trench directs 
water to the major lake and creates 

a linear park with tall trees
Bio-retention areas where each 

terrace has different vegetation to 
filter and clean water

A medical and health 
garden next to the 

hospital

Hall with interior
 climate reuses energy 

from side programs

Rainwater is stored in a 
flooding meadow next

 to the train tracks A forest plantation for soil cleaning 
and to accomodate large city 

events and parking for the station

A new viewpoint of
Rimbo from Galten roof

Generous trees planted in a 
constant rhythm mark the hierarchy 

of the major street

Alley services main street 
and shopping street

Primary school with 
open playground

Recesses in the rooftop bring 
daylight to the inner courtyard

Water collected for 
communal farming

Collective parking 
integrated in the site’s 

height difference

Shopping street directs 
water to the pond 

in the station square

25m

The blocks are divided 
in building units of 

max. 4 floors 

The new roofs and materials 
blend in with the existing 

buildings

Different materials and 
windows make a vivid 
and lively composition

The plinths activate the 
street and give human-

scale to the block

The entire square is an 
infiltration surface

The nursery garden provides 
assistance and knowledge for 

the entire city
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Community huts

Urban village

Urban blocks

RINGBO is an ongoing process, never truly finished in 
design, implementation, or management. It remains flexible, 
responding to the changing needs and desires of its residents. 
This requires an inclusive planning process with extensive 
input from the people involved, encouraging participatory 
democracy and fostering a vibrant urban life. An open, realistic, 
and adaptable approach that mobilizes The Rimbo Spirit. 

Establishing a dialogue between locals and experts is 
essential in this open process. The urban superblock system, 
like any living organism, evolves over time, and sustainable 
development means embracing openness and adaptability. 
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